Abstract-In this work, delay-dependent stability conditions for systems described by delayed differential equations are pre sented. The employment of a special transformation to another state space representation named Benrejeb characteristic arrow matrix permit to determine a practical asymptotic stability condition. An Illustrative example is presented permitting to understand the application of the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many practical systems, such as biological processes, po pulation dynamics, neural networks [1], feedback controlled mechanical systems [2] , automotive power train systems [3] and Teleoperators [4] , are represented by models which depend on the current states as well as on the past ones. This leads to the study of time delay systems. The obtained mathematical models of such systems can be formulated by a set of delay differential equations (DDEs). It is well known that presence of delay can degrade closed-loop system performance and even can cause instability see for examples [5, 6, 7] . Difficulties remain even for the systems of reduced order, see [8] for an excellent exposition. For all these reasons, there has been an extensive literature on stability of time delay systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Many methods are employed, this includes Lyapunov methods, T-decomposition method, D-decomposition method [14, 15] , frequency-domain methods [15] . In this paper, linear systems with time delay are considered. The following form of linear DDEs is used :
Our study is started by transforming the representation of the system under consideration into another specific form.
Then, a Lyapunov function is proposed and used to determine sufficient delay-dependent stability conditions for the delayed linear system. The developed criteria are mainly based on characteristic arrow form matrix [16] . 
where Ai E R n x n , i = 0, 1 , x(t) E R n is the state vector with components Xi, i = 1 , ... , nand T > 0 is the time delay of the system.
First of all, we start by writting our system under another form. By using the Newton-Leibniz formula:
Equation (3) can be written as :
Then equation (2) becomes :
The next result gives a delay dependent stability condition for system (2). Theorem 1: The system (2) is asymptotically stable if the matrix T, given by :
is the opposite of an M-matrix.
Proof" Let w E R n with components W i > 0, i = 
Ix(s -T)lds ,w)
Where:
it is clear that:
(6) and
Finally by addition (14) , (15), (16) and (17) we get:
Knowing that : (10) (Tlx(t)l,w) = \T ' w, Ix(t)l) ( 
18)
The right Dini [18] derivative of V along the solution of (5) gives:
Now, suppose that T is the opposite of an matrix, according to the proprieties of the M-matrix [19, 20] , we can find a vector p E R*+-n i.e with components Pk E R*+-satisfying the relation T ' w = -p , \/w E R*+-n , so we can write:
+D+V3(t)I(5) + D+V4(t)I(5)
we have:
where:
Next we have :
Finally, we obtain :
Then the system is asymptotically stable.
•
III. ApP LICATION TO DELAYED SYSTEM DEFINED BY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
Our objective is to determinate a delay-dependent stability (13) condition for the system described by the following differential equation [13, 21, 22, 23, 24] :
n-l n-l y ( n ) (t) + 2.: aiy (i) (t) + 2.: biy
The presence of delay terms makes stability study of equation
A solution is to use the following matrix representation :
= ((AD + Al)*lx(t)l, w) + (IAIAoll� 
Where
-a n-1
Next, we define the two polynomials given by :
The same regular basis change P, in [25] , permits to charac terize the dynamic of the system (22) by the evolution of the new state vector z given :
with:
OOn-1 0 P= n-2 001 n-2 00 2 n-2 OO n _1 0 n-1 001 n-1 00 2 n-1 OO n-1 1
The new state space representation is : i(t) = F z(t) + /:::" z (t -T ) with F is Benrejeb characteristic matrix [16] given by : 001 f31 002 f32
F=
OOn-1 f3n-1 '11 '12
Elements of the matrix F are defined in [25] by :
and the matrix /:::,. is given by :
and:
(36)
Kotelyanski Lemma [26, 27] The real parts of the eigenvalues of matrix T, with non negative off diagonal elements, are less than a real nL!:.-mber /L if and only if all those of matrix M, M = /LI n -T, are positive, with I n the n identity matrix.
When successive principal minors of ma trix (-=-T) are positive, Kotelyanski lemma permits to conclude that T is an M-matrix. OO n-l lf3 n-ll l'I n-1 + 6n-11 'I n + 6n (39) 0', is a polynomial given by :
(31) Where PA and P B are given by (24) and (25) and the parameters O' i , i = 0, ... ,n -1 are given by :
Ta king into account the previous matrix value, we obtain the matrix T as follows : al a2 T= a n-l tl t2 t n-l
This achieves the proof of theorem.
• Remark : The choice of the parameters ai plays an impor tant role. Indeed, the delay can be considered as fu nction of a i 's, so it can be varied until the ma ximum value of delay that guarantees stability is fo und. On the other hand, a necessary condition fo r having T the opposite of an M-matrix is that n-l t r a ce(T) < 0, which yields L ai + 'I n -b n-l + T(b ; _ l + i=l I a n-l b n-l l) < O. Ta king into account the value of 'I n , the last inequality becomes: -a n-l -b n-l +T(b ; _ l +Ia n-l b n-ll) <
O.
Then a necessary condition that the time delay T must satisfy (42) is : a n-l + b n-l 1,811 1,821 l,8 n-l l 'I n -b n-l + T(b;_ l + la n-Ib n-II)
.. , n -1 Since the elements ai , i = 1, ... , n -1 can be arbitrarily selected, then according to Kotelyanski lemma, the choice ai < 0 with ai # a j, Vi,j = 1, ... , n -1, permits to reduce checking the condition of the opposite of an M-matrix to determining a simple sign test which is easier to perform.
The exploitation of results developed in [28] permits us to determine a sufficient condition for delayed linear system (19).
It comes X < o. Then the last condition is equivalent to :
n-l
A particularly choice of these ai's can widely simplify the theorem condition. This is given in the following corollary.
Corollarly : If there exist ai < 0, i = 1,2, ... , n -1 satisfying the following conditions V i = 1,2, .. , n -1 :
-(PA + PB)(ai),8i < 0 -PB(ai),8i < 0 -u(ai),8i < 0 then the system (28) is asymptotically stable if the time delay satisfying the constraints in TABLE I :   TABLE I DELAY DEPENDENT STABILITY CONDITIONS
Let us consider the system defined by the differential equation given by :
i=l By applying the method of section III, we get the follo wing state representation : i; (t) = (0 1 )
After transformation of the ma trix to characteristic arrow form matrix of Benrejeb, we obtain the new representation of the latter system i(t) =
By applying the result of the theorem , the following delay dependent stability condition is determined:
-al -a -bI -a -I l_ PA(a) -PB(a)l) + T(b i + laIbII a -I (IO"(a)1 + IpB(a)bII) < O .
We suppose that the parameters of our system are given by : bo = -1 .5, ao = 1 6 and al and bI are to be determined. Choosing a = -land using the result of theorem , we can determine the stability domains of the parameters (aI, b d for different values of delay T. Figure 2 gives three domains for values T = 2s, T = Is and T = O.ls, respectively. 
